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Is the current freight transportation system at 
risk?

(Sunday Express, 2015)

(stuff, 2016)

(Defense Visual Information Distribution Service, 2013)

(US High Speed Rail Association, 2017)



Energy and Transportation

(International Energy agency, 2016)

(U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2017)



Objectives

Assess the response of mode share and freight flow dispersion to •
changes in transportation costs induced by an escalation in fuel 
prices.

Aim

Estimate freight activity and energy consumption upon the •
execution of a Random Utility Based Multiregional Input Output 
Model and the application of mode/commodity specific energy 
intensities.
Explore the response of the current configuration to potential •
scenarios with elevated fuel prices.



Understanding the freight transportation 
system

Complex system that involves a large number •
of actors, large number of heterogeneous 
goods and multiple combinations of 
transportation modes.
Freight activity is determined by the spatial •
interaction between production and 
consumption activities.
The methodologies behind freight demand •
models are based on different 
interpretations on how the economy works.

(Krumdieck, 2017)



Input Output Models

(Wikipedia, 2018)

m, n: sectors from economy
Y: final demand
X: total output
x: intersectoral flow



Example
If final demand for sector 1 increases to 600 and for sector 2 decreases 
to 1500, How much total output from the two sectors would be 
necessary in order to fulfil new demand Solution

(Miller & Blair, 2009)

   
To Processing Sectors

   

    1 2
Final Demand 

(fi)
Total Output 

(xi)
From Processing 
Sectors

1 150 500 350 1000
2 200 100 1700 2000

Payments 
Sector

  650 1400 1100 3150

Total Outlays 
(xi)

  1000 2000 3150 6150

  Sector 1 (Agriculture)
Sector 2 

(Manufacturing)
Sector 1 (Agriculture) 0.15 0.25

Sector 2 
(Manufacturing)

0.20 0.05

   
To Processing Sectors

   

    1 2
Final Demand 

(fi)
Total Output 

(xi)
From Processing 
Sectors

1 187.13 460.40 600 1247.52
2 249.50 92.08 1500 1841.58

Payments 
Sector

  810.89 1289.11 1100 3200.00

Total Outlays 
(xi)

  1247.52 1841.58 3200 6289.10



Multiregional Input Output Models

Additional Notation:
i, j, k: regions



Discrete Choice Theory

Four elements associated with the decision •
process:

Decision maker•
The alternatives•
Attributes of alternatives•
The decision rule•

Uit =Vit + εit •
U is the utility of the alternative i to the •
decision maker t
V is the deterministic or observable portion of •
the utility estimated bythe analyst
ε is the error or the portion of the utility •
unknown to the analyst (random error)

Cumulative Probability Distributions

Pr(i) : Probability of choosing alternative 
i from a set of J alternatives



Random Utility Based Multiregional Input 
Output (RUBMRIO) Models

Trade flows were initially estimated •
upon gravity type formulations where 
the impedance for trade was 
expressed as a function of 
transportation costs. 
An alternative and more recent •
multiregional framework 
contemplates variations in trade 
coefficients through a discrete choice 
model; models that have been 
developed upon this concept are 
known to belong to the Random 
Utility Based MRIO (RUBMRIO) 
category.

(Bachmann & Roorda, 2014)



Geographic Data

https://koordinates.com/

https://www.stats.govt.nz/



Technical Coefficients

The methodology contemplated the application of the •
RAS technique to update the national input output table 
for New Zealand. Once the updated table was obtained, 
it was further used to generate regional input output 
tables through a non-survey method known as Location 
Quotients (LQ).

We worked with 14 input output tables and considered •
23 economic sectors.

   
To Processing Sectors

   

    1 2
Final 

Demand (fi)
Total Output 

(xi)

From 
Processing 
Sectors

1 150 500 350 1000

2 200 100 1700 2000

Payments 
Sector

  650 1400 1100 3150

Total Outlays 
(xi)

  1000 2000 3150 6150

Going back to our example...

(Miller & Blair, 2009)



Energy Consumption Estimation
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Results



Discussion

Commodities from the retail sectors are mainly shipped by trucks. This behaviour •
may follow the preference for modes that are flexible enough to respond to just 
on time deliveries while preserving product care features during transportation. 
It can be deduced that when fuel prices exceed the 300% increase threshold, rail •
starts becoming the driving force behind trade. Even though, rail is a more energy 
efficient mode of transportation than trucks, the energy consumed by the entire 
transportation systems rises abruptly after the aforementioned threshold. This 
peculiarity can be explained by the potential that railways have to develop 
economies of scale. 
In this particular case, the Canterbury region becomes a major centre for inter-•
island trade. Given the case that the national rail infrastructure connects the 
entire country, the differences for input prices between regions start dropping 
and it starts becoming more economically feasible to purchase products from 
other regions.



Conclusions

In this paper, we were not focused on the precise estimation of travel •
demand, but rather on understanding how vulnerable the current 
system is, taking into account that our freight transportation system 
is highly dependent on truck transport and on the fossil fuels that are 
consumed by this mode. 
It is worth noting that, as it is the case with any other model, it is •
complex to incorporate all the dynamic feedbacks that occur in 
reality.
It may be appropriate to consider complementary methods to •
incorporate essentiality metrics over the products that are being 
transferred within and outside the country.
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